Deal Drivers:
Southeast Asia and India
A spotlight on mergers and
acquisitions trends in Q1 2020

M&A stable in Southeast Asia and
India but COVID-19 is taking its toll

Much of that regression in volume can be attributed to
subdued activity in Singapore, which suffered the most
severe decline in deals among Southeast Asian countries
(which also include Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines and Thailand). The total of 21 deals announced
in Singapore in Q1 2020 was 44.7% down from the 38 in
the previous quarter. That being said, only Malaysia logged
more deals quarter-on-quarter, recording 12, up marginally
from the 10 posted in Q4 2019 (though that figure remains
below the average number of deals announced in Malaysia
last year, which stands at 13 per quarter).

The jump in value was propelled in large part by a slew of
deals worth in excess of US$500m—19 such transactions
were announced in Q1 2020, up from 10 the previous
quarter—as well as notable quarter-on-quarter increases in
Thailand and India.
The latter, following the trend it set last year of periodic
peaks and troughs, saw its total deal value jump nearly
250% from US$7.6bn to US$18.8bn in Q1 2020, though that
figure represents a 29.6% decline from the US$26.7bn
posted in the same period last year. Thailand logged an
almost fourfold increase in cumulative deal value to
US$11bn from US$304m in Q4 2019.
All other countries in Southeast Asia excluding Malaysia—
which recorded a small quarter-on-quarter increase from
US$269m to US$441m—registered a decrease in
aggregate deal value. Mirroring its decline in deal activity,
Singapore sustained the most notable reduction in total
deal value at 37%, from US$16.1bn in Q4 2019 to
US$10.2bn last quarter.

Southeast Asia and India M&A activity
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There were 170 deals announced, down 17.9%
from the 207 reported in Q4 2019, though
value jumped by almost 40% from US$30.9bn
to US$43.1bn over the same period.

Small peaks, deeper troughs

DEAL VOLUME

As with all global M&A, activity in Q1 2020 in Southeast
Asia and India was quiet but lucrative compared with the
recent past.
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In Thailand, Tesco and Trusts lead the way

The biggest deal of the quarter, announced in early March, was
in Thailand’s consumer sector. Tesco, the British supermarket
chain, entered into a conditional agreement with several
entities from the Thai conglomerate Charoen Pokphand Group
regarding the sale of its businesses in the country, as well as in
Malaysia, for US$10.6bn. The British company reported that it
was looking to simplify its operations and focus on its
businesses in the UK and Europe.

SE Asia and India top sectors by value

The next largest transaction was the proposed merger, worth
more than US$8bn, of CapitaLand Commercial Trust and
CapitaLand Mall Trust, a pair of real estate investment vehicles
controlled by the eponymous Singapore Exchange-listed real
estate giant.

SE Asia and India top sectors by volume

These were by far the largest deals of the quarter, with the next
biggest transaction being more than four times smaller than
the CapitaLand merger—that deal, announced at the
beginning of January, saw India-based Adani Ports and Special
Economic Zone move to acquire a 75% stake in Krishnapatnam
Port Company for US$1.6bn. Indian companies were also the
targets in a further four of the seven largest transactions
announced in Q1 2020, and 15 of the top 20 overall.
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US$ (m)

Consumer
Real Estate
Financial Services
Energy, Mining & Utilities
Transportation

Financial Services
TMT
Industrials & Chemicals
Business Services
Energy, Mining & Utilities

Q1 2020
11,205
8,343
7,621
6,768
3,385
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Q1 2020
Deal count

28
26
22
18
18
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Financial services deals reign

While the three largest deals of the quarter came from three
different sectors (consumer, real estate and transportation),
none is especially well represented among the 20 biggest
deals overall. In fact, among those three, only transportation
features in more than one top-20 deal.
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The catalogue of top-20 transactions in the first quarter is
instead dominated by the financial services and energy, mining
& utilities (EMU) sectors. The former contributed the most
deals with seven.
The leading financial services transaction saw Canada-based
asset manager Brookfield acquire a 62.8% stake in IndoStar
Capital Finance, the India-based non-banking finance
company, in a deal valued at US$1.46bn. In the largest EMU
deal, also involving an Indian business, state-run energy
conglomerate NTPC signed a US$1.51bn deal to acquire 74.5%
stake in hydroelectric power generator THDC.

PE lessons

India dominates the largest PE transactions of Q1 2020,
headlined by the Adani-Krishnapatnam ports deal, in which
London-based PE firm 3i Group was the seller. Indian
companies were the target in the nine largest PE deals
announced in the quarter and 17 of the top-20 overall. Among
those, the best represented sectors were TMT and financial
services, with six deals attributable to each.
Nonetheless, PE activity fell from Q4 2019, with both exits and
buyouts recording declining deal volumes. The number of exits
more than halved to seven from 17 in Q4 2019, though the
aggregate value did climb quarter-on-quarter, from US$710m
to US$3.4bn, though that is still a far cry from the US$11.2bn
posted in the same quarter last year.

The number of buyouts fell more than 25%, from 35 in Q4 2019
to 26 last quarter, which also represents the smallest number
of buyouts in one quarter over the last two years. The
aggregate value of those deals, unsurprisingly, also collapsed,
falling more than tenfold to just US$908m in Q1 2020 from
US$12.1bn the previous quarter.

COVID-19 takes hold

While there are some encouraging signs here, many were
recorded before the COVID-19 pandemic took hold, and deal
volume and value is likely to tumble in Q2. Indeed, of the 170
total deals announced in Q1 2020, less than 40% have been
completed, and almost 30% of those announced in the
previous quarter are still pending.
COVID-19 will impact the countries that make up this diverse
region in multifarious ways. Singapore, the wealthiest
Southeast Asian country per capita, was able quickly to enact
restrictions on movement and facilitate contact tracing, but
the virus has still spread rapidly among its poorer
communities, especially migrant workers.

Southeast Asia and India top deals I Q1 2020

1
Charoen Pokphand
Foods PCL (BKK:
CPF) has agreed
to acquire Tesco
Stores (Thailand)
Ltd and Tesco
Stores (Malaysia)
Sdn. Bhd. from
Tesco Plc and Sime
Darby Berhad.

US$10,576m

2
CapitaLand
Mall Trust, a
Singapore-based
REIT, has agreed
to merge with
CapitaLand
Commercial Trust,
its domestic
counterpart.

US$8,007m

3
3i Group Plc and
CVR Group have
agreed to sell
their 75% stake in
Krishnapatnam
Port Company Ltd
to Adani Ports and
Special Economic
Zone Ltd.

US$1,631m

The city-state’s less well-resourced neighbours, contending
with much larger populations—India and Indonesia have the
second and fourth largest populations in the world—will find it
much more difficult to contain and treat the virus’s outbreak.
Vietnam appears to have circumstances under control, in so
far as that has proved possible, and at the time of writing is the
only country reviewed in this sample to be preparing to loosen
social distancing measures.
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Focus:
Cross-border flows
As COVID-19 took hold across Southeast Asia and India in
the latter stages of Q1 2020, dealmaking ground to a crawl.
Countries’ drastic responses to the virus seem likely to curb
any speedy return to cross-border dealmaking in the
near term.
Intraregional deals were scarce in the first quarter, with just
two such transactions featuring in the top 20 overall. One
saw Malaysia-based Yinson Holdings Berhad take steps to
acquire Singapore-based marine logistics company Ezion
holdings in a deal worth US$523m. The other involved
Singapore-based Cube Highways and Infrastructure
acquiring a road tunnel project in India, the Dr. Syama
Prasad Mookerjee Tunnel, for US$550m.
Inbound activity into the region from other parts of the
world slowed. Indian companies were the targets in just 34
transactions involving overseas bidders in Q1 2020, down
31% from the 49 such deals posted the previous quarter.
Singapore also recorded a decline, albeit less steep, from 19
deals to 16. Malaysian companies were again something of
an outlier, being targeted by international bidders in seven
deals, up from just two in Q1 2019.

In markets where business is proceeding, albeit slowly, the
crisis may generate opportunities for resilient and cash-rich
companies to purchase targets suffering financial distress.
Real estate could be one such affected sector. Early in
Q2 2020, Singapore-based engineering and construction
company MMP Resources announced it was acquiring
Japan-based real estate and financial service provider GCM.
MMP noted that, given the COVID-19 outbreak, opportunities
may emerge for the target group to either acquire or invest
in distressed real estate assets in Southeast Asia.
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SE Asia and India top bidders by value
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India
Thailand
Singapore
Philippines
France
Canada
Japan

SE Asia and India top bidders by volume
		
India
USA
Singapore
Thailand
Japan
Malaysia
Philippines

Q1 2020
13,609
11,065
9,376
1,748
1,498
1,455
1,438

I

Q1 2020
Deal count

61
19
17
14
9
7
5
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Governments are taking steps to protect corporations
from cross-border takeovers. Early in the second quarter,
India amended its foreign direct investment policies
in anticipation of possible predatory behaviour from
international bidders. The commerce ministry announced
that entities based in or tied to a country that ‘shares a land
border with India’ would need to seek government approval
before investing in Indian businesses. These rules, evidently,
are intended to forestall opportunistic takeovers by Chinese
companies, but it is within the realm of possibility for India to
apply similarly protectionist guidelines for buyers from other
states. The same, in turn, is true of countries in SE Asia.
Bidders, then, may fall at the first hurdle. But given the state
of financial markets across the region, they may ultimately
be glad that opportunities were closed off to them in these
volatile times—in fact, both buyers and sellers should tread
exceedingly carefully.

At its lowest point in Q1 2020, on March 23, the Bombay
Stock Exchange’s Sensex index of the 30 largest companies
by market capitalisation fell to 25,981.24 points, down
37.1% from the 41,306.02 logged at the start of the year. At
the time of writing, only a couple of weeks into the second
quarter, the index has climbed to 31,699.37, up 22% from its
end-of-March nadir.
Sellers risk looking imprudent if they let their companies
go too quickly as the recovery continues. Buyers, too, must
exercise expert judgement. Forecasting which companies
will be able to withstand this unprecedented market
disruption, let alone which are fairly priced, may prove a
fool’s errand.
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